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CDS 3.3 Powered by Apache Spark Overview

Apache Spark is a general framework for distributed computing that offers high performance for both batch and
interactive processing. It exposes APIs for Java, Python, and Scala. This document describes CDS 3.3 Powered by
Apache Spark. It enables you to install and evaluate the features of Apache Spark 3 without upgrading your CDP
Private Cloud Base cluster.

For detailed API information, see the Apache Spark project site.

CDS 3.3 Powered by Apache Spark is an add-on service for CDP Private Cloud Base, distributed as a parcel and the
Cloudera Service Descriptor file is available in Cloudera Manager for CDP 7.1.9.

On CDP Private Cloud Base, a Spark 3 service can coexist with the existing Spark 2 service. The configurations of
the two services do not conflict and both services use the same YARN service. The port of the Spark History Server is
18088 for Spark 2 and 18089 for Spark 3.

Note:  Spark 3.3 is the first Spark version with the log4j2 dependency. Previous versions contained the
log4j1 dependency. If you are using any custom logging related changes, you must rewrite the original log4j
properties’ files using log4j2 syntax, that is, XML, JSON, YAML, or properties format.

CDS 3 for GPUs

CDS 3.3 with GPU Support is an add-on service that enables you to take advantage of the RAPIDS Accelerator for
Apache Spark to accelerate Apache Spark 3 performance on existing CDP Private Cloud Base clusters.

Unsupported connectors

This release does not support the following connectors:

• SparkR

Unsupported Features

This release does not support the following feature:

• Hudi

Limitations of Spark in CDP

Limitations of Spark (in comparison to Apache Spark 3.3) in CDP are described below:

• spark.sql.orc.compression.codec config doesn't accept zsdt value.

CDS 3.3 Powered by Apache Spark Requirements

The following sections describe software requirements for CDS 3.3 Powered by Apache Spark.

CDP Versions

Important:  CDS 3.3 Powered by Apache Spark is an add-on service for CDP Private Cloud Base, and is
only supported with Cloudera Runtime 7.1.9. Spark 2 is included in CDP, and does not require a separate
parcel.

Supported versions of CDP are described below.

CDS Powered by Apache Spark Version Supported CDP Versions

3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91 CDP Private Cloud Base with Cloudera Runtime 7.1.9
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A Spark 2 service (included in CDP) can co-exist on the same cluster as Spark 3 (installed as a separate parcel). The
two services are configured to not conflict, and both run on the same YARN service. Spark 3 installs and uses its own
external shuffle service.

Although Spark 2 and Spark 3 can coexist in the same CDP Private Cloud Base cluster, you cannot use multiple
Spark 3 versions simultaneously. All clusters managed by the same Cloudera Manager Server must use exactly the
same version of CDS Powered by Apache Spark.

Software requirements

For CDS 3.3

Each cluster host must have the following software installed:

Java

JDK 8, JDK 11 or JDK 17. Cloudera recommends using JDK 8, as most testing has been done with
JDK 8. Remove other JDK versions from all cluster and gateway hosts to ensure proper operation.

Python

Python 3.7 and higher

For CDS for GPUs

Each cluster host with a GPU must have the following software installed:

Java

JDK 8, JDK 11 or JDK 17. Cloudera recommends using JDK 8, as most testing has been done with
JDK 8. Remove other JDK versions from all cluster and gateway hosts to ensure proper operation.

Python

Python 3.7 and higher

GPU drivers and CUDA toolkit

GPU driver v450.80.02 or higher

CUDA version 11.0 or higher

Download and install the CUDA Toolkit for your operating system. The toolkit installer also
provides the option to install the GPU driver.

NVIDIA Library

NVIDIA RAPIDS version 23.06.0. For more information, see  NVIDIA Release Notes

UCX (Optional)

Clusters with Infiniband or RoCE networking can leverage Unified Communication X (UCX)
to enable the RAPIDS Shuffle Manager. For information on UCX native libraries support, see
(Optional) Installing UCX native libraries.

Hardware requirements

For CDS 3.3

CDS 3.3 Powered by Apache Spark has no specific hardware requirements on top of what is required for Cloudera
Runtime deployments.

For CDS for GPUs

CDS 3.3 with GPU Support requires cluster hosts with NVIDIA Pascal™or better GPUs, with a compute capability
rating of 6.0 or higher.

For more information, see Getting Started at the RAPIDS website.
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Cloudera and NVIDIA recommend using NVIDIA-certified systems. For more information, see NVIDIA-
Certified Systems in the NVIDIA GPU Cloud documentation.

Installing CDS 3.3 Powered by Apache Spark

CDS 3.3 Powered by Apache Spark (CDS 3.3) is distributed as a parcel. Currently there are no client Spark3 RPM
nor DEB packages. There are no external Custom Service Descriptors (CSD) for Livy for Spark3 or Spark3 using
CDS 3.3 for CDP-7.1.9 parcel because they are already part of Cloudera Manager 7.11.3.

Note:  Due to the potential for confusion between CDS Powered by Apache Spark and the initialism CSD,
references to the custom service descriptor (CSD) file in this documentation use the term service descriptor.

Install CDS 3.3 Powered by Apache Spark

Note:

Although Spark 2 and Spark 3 can coexist in the same CDP Private Cloud Base cluster, you cannot use
multiple Spark 3 versions simultaneously. All clusters managed by the same Cloudera Manager Server must
use exactly the same version of CDS 3.3 Powered by Apache Spark.

Follow these steps to install CDS 3.3:

1. Check that all the software prerequisites are satisfied. If not, you might need to upgrade or install other software
components first.

2. In the Cloudera Manager Admin Console, add the CDS parcel repository to the Remote Parcel Repository URLs
in Parcel Settings as described in Parcel Configuration Settings.

Note:  If your Cloudera Manager Server does not have Internet access, you can use the CDS Powered
by Apache Spark parcel files: put them into a new parcel repository, and then configure the Cloudera
Manager Server to target this newly created repository.

3. Download the CDS 3.3 parcel, distribute the parcel to the hosts in your cluster, and activate the parcel. For
instructions, see Managing Parcels.

4. Add the Spark 3 service to your cluster.

a. In step 1, select any optional dependencies, such as HBase and Hive, or select No Optional Dependencies.
b. In step 2, when customizing the role assignments, add a gateway role to every host.
c. On the Review Changes page, you can enable TLS for the Spark History Server.
d. Note that the History Server port is 18089 instead of the usual 18088.
e. Complete the remaining steps in the wizard.

5. Return to the Home page by clicking the Cloudera Manager logo in the upper left corner.
6. Click the stale configuration icon to launch the Stale Configuration wizard and restart the necessary services.

Install the Livy for Spark 3 Service

CDS 3 supports Apache Livy, but it cannot use the included Livy service, which is compatible with only Spark 2. To
add and manage a Livy service compatible with Spark 3, you must install the Livy for Spark 3 service.

1. In the Cloudera Manager Admin Console, add the CDS 3 parcel repository to the Remote Parcel Repository URLs
in Parcel Settings as described in Parcel Configuration Settings.

Note:  If your Cloudera Manager Server does not have Internet access, you can use the Livy parcel files:
put them into a new parcel repository, and then configure the Cloudera Manager Server to target this
newly created repository.

2. Download the CDS 3.3 parcel, distribute the parcel to the hosts in your cluster, and activate the parcel. For
instructions, see Managing Parcels.
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3. Add the Livy for Spark 3 service to your cluster.

a. Note that the Livy port is 28998 instead of the usual 8998.
b. Complete the remaining steps in the wizard.

4. Return to the Home page by clicking the Cloudera Manager logo in the upper left corner.
5. Click the stale configuration icon to launch the Stale Configuration wizard and restart the necessary services.

If you want to activate the CDS 3.3 with GPU Support feature, Set up a Yarn role group to enable GPU usage on page
8 and optionally Configure NVIDIA RAPIDS Shuffle Manager on page 8

Enabling CDS 3.3 with GPU Support

To activate the CDS 3.3 with GPU Support feature on suitable hardware, you need to create a Yarn role group and
optionally make configuration changes to enable the NVIDIA RAPIDS Shuffle Manager.

Set up a Yarn role group to enable GPU usage
Create a Yarn role group so that you can selectively enable GPU usage for nodes with GPUs within your cluster.

Before you begin
GPU scheduling and isolation must be configured.

About this task
Enabling GPU on YARN through the Enable GPU Usage tickbox operates on cluster-level. Role groups in Yarn
enable you to apply settings selectively, to a subset of nodes within your cluster.

Role groups are configured on the service level.

Procedure

1. In Cloudera Manager navigate to  Yarn Instances .

2. Create a role group where you can add nodes with GPUs.

For more information, see Creating a Role Group.

3. Move role instances with GPUs to the group you created.

On the Configuration tab select the source role group with the hosts you want to move, then click  Move Selected
Instances To Group  and select the role group you created.

You may need to restart the cluster.

4. Enable GPU usage for the role group.

a) On the Configuration tab select  Categories  GPU Management .
b) Under GPU Usage click Edit Individual Values and select the role group you created.
c) Click Save Changes.

Configure NVIDIA RAPIDS Shuffle Manager
The NVIDIA RAPIDS Shuffle Manager is a custom ShuffleManager for Apache Spark that allows fast shuffle block
transfers between GPUs in the same host (over PCIe or NVLink) and over the network to remote hosts (over RoCE or
Infiniband).

About this task

NVIDIA RAPIDS Shuffle Manager has been shown to accelerate workloads where shuffle is the bottleneck when
using the RAPIDS accelerator for Apache Spark. It accomplishes this by using a GPU shuffle cache for fast shuffle
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writes when shuffle blocks fit in GPU memory, avoiding the cost of writes to host using the built-in Spark Shuffle,
a spill framework that will spill to host memory and disk on demand, and Unified Communication X (UCX) as its
transport for fast network and peer-to-peer (GPU-to-GPU) transfers.

CDS 3.3 with GPU Support has built in support for UCX, no separate installation is required.

Cloudera and NVIDIA recommend using the RAPIDS shuffle manager for clusters with Infiniband or RoCE
networking.

Procedure

1. Validate your UCX environment following the instructions provided in the NVIDIA spark-rapids documentation.

2. Before running applications with the RAPIDS Shuffle Manager, make the following configuration changes:

--conf "spark.shuffle.service.enabled=false" \
--conf "spark.dynamicAllocation.enabled=false"

3. You are recommended to make the following UCX settings:

spark.executorEnv.UCX_TLS=cuda_copy,cuda_ipc,rc,tcp
spark.executorEnv.UCX_RNDV_SCHEME=put_zcopy
spark.executorEnv.UCX_MAX_RNDV_RAILS=1
spark.executorEnv.UCX_IB_RX_QUEUE_LEN=1024

For more information on environment variables, see the NVIDIA spark-rapids documentation.

Note:  Running a job with the --rapids-shuffle=true flag does not affect these optional settings. You need
to set them manually.

Updating Spark 2 applications for Spark 3

You must update your Apache Spark 2 applications to run on Spark 3. The Apache Spark documentation provides a
migration guide.

For instructions on updating your Spark 2 applications for Spark 3, see the migration guide in the Apache Spark
documentation.

Running Applications with CDS 3.3 Powered by Apache
Spark

With CDS 3.3 Powered by Apache Spark (CDS 3.3), you can run Apache Spark 3 applications locally or distributed
across a cluster, either by using an interactive shell or by submitting an application. Running Spark applications
interactively is commonly performed during the data-exploration phase and for ad hoc analysis.

The Spark 3 job commands
With Spark 3, you use slightly different command names than with Spark 2, so that you can run both versions of
Spark side-by-side without conflicts:

• spark3-submit instead of spark-submit.
• spark3-shell instead of spark-shell.
• pyspark3 instead of pyspark.
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For development and test purposes, you can also configure each host so that invoking the Spark 2 command name
runs the corresponding Spark 3 executable.

Canary test for pyspark3 command
The following example shows a simple pyspark3 session that refers to the SparkContext, calls the collect() function
which runs a Spark 3 job, and writes data to HDFS. This sequence of operations helps to check if there are obvious
configuration issues that prevent Spark 3 jobs from working at all. For the HDFS path for the output directory,
substitute a path that exists on your own system.

$ hdfs dfs -mkdir /user/jdoe/spark
$ pyspark3
...
SparkSession available as 'spark'.
>>> strings = ["one","two","three"]
>>> s2 = sc.parallelize(strings)
>>> s3 = s2.map(lambda word: word.upper())
>>> s3.collect()
['ONE', 'TWO', 'THREE']
>>> s3.saveAsTextFile('hdfs:///user/jdoe/spark/canary_test')
>>> quit()
$ hdfs dfs -ls /user/jdoe/spark
Found 1 items
drwxr-xr-x   - jdoe spark-users  0 2016-08-26 14:41 /user/jdoe/spark/canary_
test
$ hdfs dfs -ls /user/jdoe/spark/canary_test
Found 3 items
-rw-r--r--   3 jdoe spark-users  0 2016-08-26 14:41 /user/jdoe/spark/cana
ry_test/_SUCCESS
-rw-r--r--   3 jdoe spark-users  4 2016-08-26 14:41 /user/jdoe/spark/canary
_test/part-00000
-rw-r--r--   3 jdoe spark-users 10 2016-08-26 14:41 /user/jdoe/spark/canary
_test/part-00001
$ hdfs dfs -cat /user/jdoe/spark/canary_test/part-00000
ONE
$ hdfs dfs -cat /user/jdoe/spark/canary_test/part-00001
TWO
THREE

Fetching Spark 3 Maven Dependencies
The Maven coordinates are a combination of groupId, artifactId and version. The groupId and artifactId are the same
as for the upstream Apache Spark project. For example, for spark-core, groupId is org.apache.spark, and artifactId
is spark-core_2.12, both the same as the upstream project. The version is different for the Cloudera packaging: see
Using the CDS 3 Powered by Apache Spark Maven Repository for the exact name depending on which release you
are using.

Accessing the Spark 3 History Server
The Spark 3 history server is available on port 18089, rather than port 18088 as with the Spark 2 history server.

Running applications using CDS 3.3 with GPU
SupportCDS 3.3 with GPU Support
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1. Log on to the node where you want to run the job.
2. Run the following command to launch spark3-shell:

spark3-shell  --conf "spark.rapids.sql.enabled=true" \
              --conf "spark.executor.memoryOverhead=5g"

where
--conf spark.rapids.sql.enabled=true

enables the following environment variables for GPUs:

"spark.task.resource.gpu.amount" - sets GPU resource amount per 
task

"spark.rapids.sql.concurrentGpuTasks" - sets the number of con
current tasks per GPU
"spark.sql.files.maxPartitionBytes" - sets the input partition
 size for DataSource API, The recommended value is "256m".
"spark.locality.wait" - controls how long Spark waits to obtain b
etter locality for tasks. 
"spark.sql.adaptive.enabled" - enables Adaptive Query Execution.
"spark.rapids.memory.pinnedPool.size" - sets the amount of pinned
 memory allocated per host.
"spark.sql.adaptive.advisoryPartitionSizeInBytes" - sets the ad
visory size in bytes of the shuffle partition during adaptive op
timization.

For example,

$SPARK_HOME/bin/spark3-shell \
       --conf spark.task.resource.gpu.amount=2 \
       --conf spark.rapids.sql.concurrentGpuTasks=2 \
       --conf spark.sql.files.maxPartitionBytes=256m \
       --conf spark.locality.wait=0s \
       --conf spark.sql.adaptive.enabled=true \
       --conf spark.rapids.memory.pinnedPool.size=2G \
       --conf spark.sql.adaptive.advisoryPartitionSizeInBytes=1g

--conf "spark.executor.memoryOverhead=5g"

sets the amount of additional memory to be allocated per executor process

Note:  cuDF uses a Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation approach for some kernels, and the JIT process can
add a few seconds to query wall-clock time. You are recommended to set a JIT cache path to speed up
subsequent invocations with: --conf spark.executorEnv.LIBCUDF_KERNEL_CACHE_PATH=[local pa
th]. The path should be local to the executor (not HDFS) and not shared between different cluster users in
a multi-tenant environment. For example, the path may be in /tmp: (/tmp/cudf-[***USER***]). If the/tmp
directory is not writable, consult your system administrator to find a path that is.

You can override these configuration settings both from the command line and from code. For more information
on environment variables, see the NVIDIA spark-rapids documentation and the Spark SQL Performance Tuning
Guide.

3. Run a job in spark3-shell.

For example:

scala> val df = sc.makeRDD(1 to 100000000, 6).toDF
df: org.apache.spark.sql.DataFrame = [value: int]

scala>val df2 = sc.makeRDD(1 to 100000000, 6).toDF
df2: org.apache.spark.sql.DataFrame = [value: int]
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scala> df.select($"value" as "a").join(df2select($"value" as "b"), $"a"
 === $"b").count
res0: Long = 100000000
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4. You can verify that the job run used GPUs, by logging on to the Yarn UI v2 to review the execution plan and the
performance of your spark3-shell application:

Select the Applications tab then select your [spark3-shell application]. Select  ApplicationMaster SQL count at
<console>:28  to see the execution plan.
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Running a Spark job using CDS 3.3 with GPU Support with UCX enabled

1. Log on to the node where you want to run the job.
2. Run the following command to launch spark3-shell:

spark3-shell  --conf "spark.rapids.sql.enabled=true" \
              --conf "spark.executor.memoryOverhead=5g"
              --rapids-shuffle=true

where
--rapids-shuffle=true

makes the following configuration changes for UCX:

spark.shuffle.manager=com.nvidia.spark.rapids.spark332cdh.Rapid
sShuffleManager
spark.executor.extraClassPath=/opt/cloudera/parcels/SPARK3/lib/s
park3/rapids-plugin/*
spark.executorEnv.UCX_ERROR_SIGNALS=
spark.executorEnv.UCX_MEMTYPE_CACHE=n

For more information on environment variables, see the NVIDIA spark-rapids documentation.
3. Run a job in spark3-shell.

CDS 3.3 Powered by Apache Spark version and download
information

Cloudera Service Descriptors (CSD) file for CDS 3.3 is available in Cloudera Manager for CDP 7.1.9. The following
section provides links to the parcel for both CDS 3.3 and CDS 3.3 with GPU Support.

Note:

The CDS version label is constructed in v.v.v.w.w.xxxx.y-z...z format and carries the following information:

v.v.v

Apache Spark upstream version, for example: 3.2.0

w.w

Cloudera internal version number, for example: 3.2

xxxx

CDP version number, for example: 7170 (referring to CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.7)

y

maintenance version, for example, 1

z...z

build number, for example: 279

Table 1: Available CDS Versions

Version Parcel Repository

3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91 https://archive.cloudera.com/p/spark3/3.3.7190.0/parcels/
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Using the CDS 3.3 Powered by Apache Spark Maven
Repository

Important:  CDS 3.3 Powered by Apache Spark (CDS 3.3) does not include an assembly JAR. When you
build an application JAR, do not include Cloudera Runtime or CDS JARs, because they are already provided.
If you do, upgrading Cloudera Runtime or CDS can break your application. To avoid this situation, set the
Maven dependency scope to provided. If you have already built applications which include the Cloudera
Runtime or CDS JARs, update the dependency to set scope to provided and recompile.

If you want to build applications or tools for use with CDS 3.3, and you are using Maven or Ivy for dependency
management, you can pull the CDS artifacts from the Cloudera Maven repository. The repository is available at
https://repository.cloudera.com/artifactory/cloudera-repos/.

The following is a sample POM (pom.xml) file:

<project xmlns="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.
org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
  xsi:schemaLocation="http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0 http://maven.apache
.org/maven-v4_0_0.xsd">
  <repositories>
    <repository>
      <id>cloudera</id>
      <url>https://repository.cloudera.com/artifactory/cloudera-repos/</url>
    </repository>
  </repositories>
</project>

CDS 3.3 Powered by Apache Spark Maven Artifacts

The following table lists the groupId, artifactId, and version required to access the artifacts for CDS 3.3 Powered by
Apache Spark:

POM fragment

The following pom fragment shows how to access a CDS 3.3 artifact from a Maven POM.

<dependency>
      <groupId>org.apache.spark</groupId>
      <artifactId>spark-core_2.12</artifactId>
      <version>3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91</version>
      <scope>provided</scope>
</dependency>

The complete artifact list for this release follows.

List of CDS 3.3 Maven artifacts

Project groupId artifactId version

org.apache.spark spark-assembly_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-avro_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-catalyst_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

Apache Spark

org.apache.spark spark-core_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91
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Project groupId artifactId version

org.apache.spark spark-graphx_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-hadoop-cloud_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-hive_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-kubernetes_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-kvstore_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-launcher_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-mllib-local_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-mllib_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-network-common_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-network-shuffle_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-network-yarn_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-parent_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-repl_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-sketch_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-sql-kafka-0-10_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-sql_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-streaming-kafka-0-10-assembly_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-streaming-kafka-0-10_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-streaming_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-tags_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-token-provider-kafka-0-10_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-unsafe_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

org.apache.spark spark-yarn_2.12 3.3.2.3.3.7190.0-91

Cumulative hotfixes for CDS

You can review the list of cumulative hotfixes that were shipped for CDS.

Cumulative hotfix CDS 3.3.7190.2-1 (CDS 3.3 CHF1 for 7.1.9)
Know more about CDS 3.3 CHF1 for Cloudera Runtime 7.1.9. This cumulative hotfix was released on November 20,
2023.

Important:  CDS 3.3 for 7.1.9 Powered by Apache Spark is an add-on service for CDP Private Cloud Base,
and is only supported with Cloudera Runtime 7.1.9. Spark 2 is included in CDP, and does not require a
separate parcel.

Contact Cloudera Support for questions related to any specific hotfixes.

Following is the list of fixes that were shipped for CDS 3.3.2.3.3.7190.2-1-1.p0.46867244:

• CDPD-61940: [CDS 3.3 for 719] Extend Java options for Spark and Livy to support JDK 17 with Isilon
• CDPD-61888: Livy 3 - Kerberos ticket renewal fails with JDK-8186576
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• CDPD-61564: Spark - Caused by: java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError: org/datanucleus/store/query/cache/
QueryCompilationCache

• CDPD-61240: Fix Spark Rapids issues
• CDPD-60501: Spark3 - Update pre_commit_hook to use JDK 8 version to u371
• CDPD-59644: [IBM-PPC] YARN node manager service fails to start after adding Spark3 on YARN

Table 2: CDS cumulative hotfix 3.3.7190.2-1 download URL

Parcel Repository Location

https://[username]:[password]@archive.cloudera.com/p/spark3/3.3.7190.2/p
arcels/

Table 3: Supported Versions

CDS Powered by Apache Spark Version Dependent Stack Version Supported CDP Versions

3.3.2.3.3.7190.2-1 Cloudera Runtime 7.1.9.2-10 CDP Private Cloud Base with Cloudera
Runtime 7.1.9

Cumulative hotfix CDS 3.3.7190.3-1 (CDS 3.3 CHF2 for 7.1.9)
Know more about CDS 3.3 CHF2 for 7.1.9. This cumulative hotfix was released on December 13, 2023.

Important:  CDS 3.3 for 7.1.9 Powered by Apache Spark is an add-on service for CDP Private Cloud Base,
and is only supported with Cloudera Runtime 7.1.9. Spark 2 is included in CDP, and does not require a
separate parcel.

Contact Cloudera Support for questions related to any specific hotfixes.

Following is the list of fixes that were shipped for CDS 3.3.2.3.3.7190.3-1-1.p0.48047943:

• CDPD-64135: [7.1.7 SP2, CDS 3.x] Backport HBASE-27624
• CDPD-63799: [7.1.9, CDS 3.x] Livy - Upgrade snakeyaml to 1.33 due to high CVEs
• CDPD-61742: Test failure: org.apache.spark.sql.hive.execution.HiveTableScanSuite.Spark-4077:    timestamp

query for null value

Table 4: CDS cumulative hotfix 3.3.7190.3-1 download URL

Parcel Repository Location

https://[username]:[password]@archive.cloudera.com/p/spark3/3.3.7190.3/p
arcels/

Table 5: Supported Versions

CDS Powered by Apache Spark Version Dependent Stack Version Supported CDP Version

3.3.2.3.3.7190.3-1 Cloudera Runtime 7.1.9.2 (7.1.9 CHF1) CDP Private Cloud Base with Cloudera
Runtime 7.1.9
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Using Apache Iceberg in CDS

CDS supports Apache Iceberg which provides a table format for huge analytic datasets. Iceberg enables you to work
with large tables, especially on object stores, and supports concurrent reads and writes on all storage media. You can
use CDS running Spark 3 to interact with Apache Iceberg tables.

Prerequisites and limitations for using Iceberg in Spark
To use Apache Iceberg with Spark, you must meet the following prerequisite:

• CDS 3 with CDP Private Cloud Base 7.1.9

Limitations

• The use of Iceberg tables as Structured Streaming sources or sinks is not supported.
• PyIceberg is not supported. Using Spark SQL to query Iceberg tables in PySpark is supported.

Iceberg table format version 2

Iceberg table format version 1 and 2 (v1 and v2) is available. Iceberg table format v2 uses row-level UPDATE
and DELETE operations that add deleted files to encoded rows that were deleted from existing data files. The
DELETE, UPDATE, and MERGE operations function by writing delete files instead of rewriting the affected data
files. Additionally, upon reading the data, the encoded deletes are applied to the affected rows that are read. This
functionality is called merge-on-read.

With Iceberg table format version 1 (v1), the above-mentioned operations are only supported with copy-on-write
where data files are rewritten in their entirety when rows in the files are deleted. Merge-on-read is more efficient for
writes, while copy-on-write is more efficient for reads.

Note:  Unless otherwise indicated, the operations in the subsequent documentation apply to both v1 and v2
formats.

Accessing Iceberg tables
CDP uses Apache Ranger to provide centralized security administration and management. The Ranger Admin UI is
the central interface for security administration. You can use Ranger to create two policies that allow users to query
Iceberg tables.

How you open the Ranger Admin UI differs from one CDP service to another. In Management Console, you can
select your environment, and then click  Environment Details Quick Links Ranger .

You log into the Ranger Admin UI, and the Ranger Service Manager appears.
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Policies for accessing tables on HDFS

The default policies that appear differ from service to service. You need to set up two Hadoop SQL policies to query
Iceberg tables:

• One to authorize users to access the Iceberg files

Follow steps in "Editing a policy to access Iceberg files" below.
• One to authorize users to query Iceberg tables

Follow steps in "Creating a policy to query an Iceberg table on HDFS or S3" below.

Prerequisites

• Obtain the RangerAdmin role.
• Get the user name and password your Administrator set up for logging into the Ranger Admin.

The default credentials for logging into the Ranger Admin Web UI are admin/admin123.

Editing a storage handler policy to access Iceberg files on HDFS or S3
You learn how to edit the existing default Hadoop SQL Storage Handler policy to access files. This policy is one of
the two Ranger policies required to use Iceberg.

About this task
The Hadoop SQL Storage Handler policy allows references to Iceberg table storage location, which is required for
creating or altering a table. You use a storage handler when you create a file stored as Iceberg on the file system or
object store.

In this task, you specify Iceberg as the storage-type and allow the broadest access by setting the URL to *.

The Hadoop SQL Storage Handler policy supports only the RW Storage permission. A user having the required RW
Storage permission on a resource, such as Iceberg, that you specify in the storage-type properties, is allowed only
to reference the table location (for create/alter operations) in Iceberg. The RW Storage permission does not provide
access to any table data. You need to create the Hadoop SQL policy described in the next topic in addition to this
Hadoop SQL Storage Handler policy to access data in tables.

For more information about these policy settings, see Ranger Storage Handler documentation.

Procedure

1. Log into Ranger Admin Web UI.
The Ranger Service Manager appears:
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2. In Policy Name, enable the all - storage-type, storage-url policy.

3.
In Service Manager, in Hadoop SQL, select Edit  and edit the all storage-type, storage-url policy.

4. Below Policy Label, select storage-type, and enter iceberg..

5. In Storage URL, enter the value *, enable Include.

For more information about these policy settings, see Ranger storage handler documentation.
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6. In Allow Conditions, specify roles, users, or groups to whom you want to grant RW storage permissions.

You can specify PUBLIC  to grant access to Iceberg tables permissions to all users. Alternatively, you can grant
access to one user. For example, add the systest user to the list of users who can access Iceberg:

For more information about granting permissions, see Configure a resource-based policy: Hadoop-SQL.

7. Add the RW Storage permission to the policy.

8. Save your changes.

Creating a SQL policy to query an Iceberg table
You learn how to set up the second required policy for using Iceberg. This policy manages SQL query access to
Iceberg tables.

About this task

You create a Hadoop SQL policy to allow roles, groups, or users to query an Iceberg table in a database. In this task,
you see an example of just one of many ways to configure the policy conditions. You grant (allow) the selected roles,
groups, or users the following add or edit permissions on the table: Select, Update, Create, Drop, Alter, and All. You
can also deny permissions.

For more information about creating this policy, see Ranger documentation.

Procedure

1. Log into Ranger Admin Web UI.
The Ranger Service Manager appears.

2. Click Add New Policy.
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3. Fill in required fields.
For example, enter the following required settings:

• In Policy Name, enter the name of the policy, for example IcebergPolicy1.
• In database, enter the name of the database controlled by this policy, for example icedb.
• In table, enter the name of the table controlled by this policy, for example icetable.
• In columns, enter the name of the column controlled by this policy, for example enter the wildcard asterisk (*)

to allow access to all columns of icetable.
• Accept defaults for other settings.

4. Scroll down to Allow Conditions, and select the roles, groups, or users you want to access the table.

You can use Deny All Other Accesses to deny access to all other roles, groups, or users other than those specified
in the allow conditions for the policy.

5. Select permissions to grant.
For example, select Create, Select, and Alter. Alternatively, to provide the broadest permissions, select All.

Ignore RW Storage and other permissions not named after SQL queries. These are for future implementations.

6. Click Add.

Creating a new Iceberg table from Spark 3
You can create an Iceberg table using Spark SQL.
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Note:  By default, Iceberg tables are created in the v1 format.

An example Spark SQL creation command to create a new Iceberg table is as follows:

spark.sql("""CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE ice_t (idx int, name string, state string
)
USING iceberg
PARTITIONED BY (state)""")

For information about creating tables, see the Iceberg documentation.

Creating an Iceberg table format v2

To use the Iceberg table format v2, set the format-version property to 2 as shown below:

CREATE TABLE logs (app string, lvl string, message string, event_ts timestam
p) USING iceberg TBLPROPERTIES ('format-version' = '2')

<delete-mode> <update-mode> and <merge-mode> can be specified during table creation for modes of the respective
operation. If unspecified, they default to merge-on-read.

Unsupported Feature: CREATE TABLE … LIKE

The CREATE TABLE ... LIKE feature is not supported in Spark:

CREATE TABLE <target> LIKE <source> USING iceberg

Here, <source> is an existing Iceberg table. This operation may appear to succeed and does not display errors and
only warnings, but the resulting table is not a usable table.

Configuring Hive Metastore for Iceberg column changes
To make schema changes to an existing column of an Iceberg table, you must configure the Hive Metastore of the
Data Lake.

Procedure

1. In Cloudera Manager, select the service for the Hive Metastore.

2. Click the Configuration tab.

3. Search for safety valve and find the Hive Metastore Server Advanced Configuration Snippet (Safety Valve) for
hive-site.xml safety valve.

4. Add the following property:

• Name: hive.metastore.disallow.incompatible.col.type.changes
• Value: false

5. Click Save Changes.

6. Restart the service to apply the configuration change.

Importing and migrating Iceberg table in Spark 3
Importing or migrating tables are supported only on existing external Hive tables. When you import a table to
Iceberg, the source and destination remain intact and independent. When you migrate a table, the existing Hive table
is converted into an Iceberg table. You can use Spark SQL to import or migrate a Hive table to Iceberg.
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Importing

Call the snapshot procedure to import a Hive table into Iceberg using a Spark 3 application.

spark.sql("CALL 
<catalog>.system.snapshot('<src>', '<dest>')")

Definitions:

• <src> is the qualified name of the Hive table
• <dest> is the qualified name of the Iceberg table to be created
• <catalog> is the name of the catalog, which you pass in a configuration file. For more information, see

Configuring Catalog linked below.

For example:

spark.sql("CALL 
spark_catalog.system.snapshot('hive_db.hive_tbl',
'iceberg_db.iceberg_tbl')")

For information on compiling Spark 3 application with Iceberg libraries, see Iceberg library dependencies for Spark
applications linked below.

Migrating

When you migrate a Hive table to Iceberg, a backup of the table, named <table_name>_backup_, is created.

Ensure that the TRANSLATED_TO_EXTERNAL property, that is located in TBLPROPERTIES, is set to false
before migrating the table. This ensures that a table backup is created by renaming the table in Hive metastore (HMS)
instead of moving the physical location of the table. Moving the physical location of the table would entail copying
files in Amazon s3.

We recommend that you refrain from dropping the backup table, as doing so will invalidate the newly migrated table.

If you want to delete the backup table, set the following:

 'external.table.purge'='FALSE' 

Note:  For CDE 1.19 and above, the property will be set automatically.

Deleting the backup table in the manner above will prevent underlying data from being deleted, therefore, only the
table will be deleted from the metastore.

To undo the migration, drop the migrated table and restore the Hive table from the backup table by renaming it.

Call the migrate procedure to migrate a Hive table to Iceberg.

spark.sql("CALL 
<catalog>.system.migrate('<src>')")

Definitions:

• <src> is the qualified name of the Hive table
• <catalog> is the name of the catalog, which you pass in a configuration file. For more information, see

Configuring Catalog linked below.

For example:

spark.sql(“CALL
spark_catalog.system.migrate(‘hive_db.hive_tbl’)”)
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Importing and migrating Iceberg table format v2
Importing or migrating Hive tables Iceberg table formats v2 are supported only on existing external Hive tables.
When you import a table to Iceberg, the source and destination remain intact and independent. When you migrate a
table, the existing Hive table is converted into an Iceberg table. You can use Spark SQL to import or migrate a Hive
table to Iceberg.

Importing

Call the snapshot procedure to import a Hive table into Iceberg table format v2 using a Spark 3 application.

spark.sql("CALL 
<catalog>.system.snapshot(source_table => '<src>',
table => '<dest>',
properties => map('format-version', '2', 'write.delete.mode', '<delete-mo
de>',
'write.update.mode', '<update-mode>',
'write.merge.mode', '<merge-mode>'))")

Definitions:

• <src> is the qualified name of the Hive table
• <dest> is the qualified name of the Iceberg table to be created
• <catalog> is the name of the catalog, which you pass in a configuration file. For more information, see

Configuring Catalog linked below.
• <delete-mode> <update-mode> and <merge-mode> are the modes that shall be used to perform the respective

operation. If unspecified, they default to 'merge-on-read'

For example:

spark.sql("CALL 
spark_catalog.system.snapshot('hive_db.hive_tbl',
'iceberg_db.iceberg_tbl')")

For information on compiling Spark 3 application with Iceberg libraries, see Iceberg library dependencies for Spark
applications linked below.

Migrating

Call the migrate procedure to migrate a Hive table to Iceberg.

spark.sql("CALL 
<catalog>.system.migrate('<src>', 
map('format-version', '2', 
'write.delete.mode', '<delete-mode>', 
'write.update.mode', '<update-mode>', 
'write.merge.mode', '<merge-mode>'))")

Definitions:

• <src> is the qualified name of the Hive table
• <catalog> is the name of the catalog, which you pass in a configuration file. For more information, see

Configuring Catalog linked below.
• <delete-mode> <update-mode> and <merge-mode> are the modes that shall be used to perform the respective

operation. If unspecified, they default to 'merge-on-read'

For example:

spark.sql("CALL 
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spark_catalog.system.migrate('hive_db.hive_tbl', 
map('format-version', '2', 
'write.delete.mode', 'merge-on-read', 
'write.update.mode', 'merge-on-read', 
'write.merge.mode', 'merge-on-read'))")

Upgrading Iceberg table format v1 to v2

To upgrade an Iceberg table format from v1 to v2, run an ALTER TABLE command as follows:

spark.sql("ALTER TABLE <table_name> SET TBLPROPERTIES('merge-on-read', '
2')")

<delete-mode>,<update-mode>, and <merge-mode> can be specified as the modes that shall be used to perform the
respective operation. If unspecified, they default to ‘merge-on-read'

Configuring Catalog
When using Spark SQL to query an Iceberg table from Spark, you refer to a table using the following dot notation:

<catalog_name>.<database_name>.<table_name>

The default catalog used by Spark is named spark_catalog. When referring to a table in a database known to spark_ca
talog, you can omit <catalog_name>. .

Iceberg provides a SparkCatalog property that understands Iceberg tables, and a SparkSessionCatalog property that
understands both Iceberg and non-Iceberg tables. The following are configured by default:

spark.sql.catalog.spark_catalog=org.apache.iceberg.spark.SparkSessionCatalog
spark.sql.catalog.spark_catalog.type=hive 

This replaces Spark’s default catalog by Iceberg’s SparkSessionCatalog and allows you to use both Iceberg and non-
Iceberg tables out of the box.

There is one caveat when using SparkSessionCatalog. Iceberg supports CREATE TABLE … AS    SELECT (CTAS)
and REPLACE TABLE … AS SELECT (RTAS) as atomic operations when using SparkCatalog. Whereas, the CTAS
and RTAS are supported but are not atomic when using SparkSessionCatalog. As a workaround, you can configure
another catalog that uses SparkCatalog. For example, to create the catalog named iceberg_catalog, set the following:

spark.sql.catalog.iceberg_catalog=org.apache.iceberg.spark.SparkCatalog
spark.sql.catalog.iceberg_catalog.type=hive

You can configure more than one catalog in the same Spark job. For more information, see the Iceberg
documentation.

Related Tasks
Iceberg documentation

Loading data into an unpartitioned table
You can insert data into an unpartitioned table. The syntax to load data into an iceberg table:

INSERT INTO table_identifier [ ( column_list ) ]
    VALUES ( { value | NULL } [ , ... ] ) [ , ( ... ) ]
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Or

INSERT INTO table_identifier [ ( column_list ) ]
    query

Example:

INSERT INTO students VALUES
    ('Amy Smith', '123 Park Ave, San Jose', 111111)
INSERT INTO students VALUES
    ('Bob Brown', '456 Taylor St, Cupertino', 222222),
    ('Cathy Johnson', '789 Race Ave, Palo Alto', 333333)

Querying data in an Iceberg table
To read the Iceberg table, you can use SparkSQL to query the Iceberg tables.

Example:

spark.sql("select * from ice_t").show(1000, false)

Important:  When querying Iceberg tables in HDFS, CDS disables locality by default. Because enabling
locality generally leads to increased Spark planning time for queries on such tables and often the increase is
quite significant. If you wish to enable locality, set the spark.cloudera.iceberg.locality.enabled to true . For
example, you can do it by passing --conf    spark.cloudera.iceberg.locality.enabled=true to your spark3-submit
command.

Updating Iceberg table data
Iceberg table data can be updated using copy-on-write or merge-on-read. The table version you are using will
determine how you can update the table data.

v1 format

Iceberg supports bulk updates through MERGE, by defaulting to copy-on-write deletes when using v1 table format.

v2 format

Iceberg table format v2 supports efficient row-level updates and delete operations leveraging merge-on-read.

For more details, refer to Position Delete Files linked below.

For updating data examples, see Spark Writes linked below.

Iceberg library dependencies for Spark applications
If your Spark application only uses Spark SQL to create, read, or write Iceberg tables, and does not use any Iceberg
APIs, you do not need to build it against any Iceberg dependencies. The runtime dependencies needed for Spark to
use Iceberg are in the Spark classpath by default. If your code uses Iceberg APIs, then you need to build it against
Iceberg dependencies.

Cloudera publishes Iceberg artifacts to a Maven repository with versions matching the Iceberg in CDS.
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Note:  Use 1.3.0.7.1.9.0-387 iceberg version for compilation. The below iceberg dependencies should only be
used for compilation. Including iceberg jars within a Spark application fat jar must be avoided.

<dependency>
     <groupId>org.apache.iceberg</groupId>
     <artifactId>iceberg-core</artifactId>
     <version>${iceberg.version}</version>
     <scope>provided</scope>
</dependency>
<!-- for org.apache.iceberg.hive.HiveCatalog -->
<dependency>
     <groupId>org.apache.iceberg</groupId>
     <artifactId>iceberg-hive-metastore</artifactId>
     <version>${iceberg.version}</version>
     <scope>provided</scope>
</dependency>
<!-- for org.apache.iceberg.spark.* classes if used -->
<dependency>
    <groupId>org.apache.iceberg</groupId>
    <artifactId>iceberg-spark</artifactId>
    <version>${iceberg.version}</version>
    <scope>provided</scope>
</dependency>

Alternatively, the following dependency can be used:

<dependency>
   <groupId>org.apache.iceberg</groupId>
   <artifactId>iceberg-spark-runtime-3.3_2.12</artifactId>
   <version>${iceberg.version}</version>
   <scope>provided</scope>
</dependency>

The iceberg-spark3-runtime JAR contains the necessary Iceberg classes for Spark runtime support, and includes the
classes from the dependencies above.
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